Final Placement Report 2021

MBA Batch 2019-21

Indian Institute of Management Bodh Gaya Uruvela, Prabandh Vihar, Bodh Gaya – 824234, India
IIM Bodh Gaya with utmost pleasure would like to announce that despite the unprecedented challenges caused by the pandemic, the institute has successfully concluded the Final Placements for the MBA Batch 2019-21 and achieved the 100% placement record.

For the largest ever batch size of 109 students, IIM Bodh Gaya successfully hosted over 45 companies who showed their interest in selecting candidates from the institute's flagship MBA program. The college pulled a phenomenal feat by roping in first-time recruiters such as McKinsey & Co, NLMK Steel, Hettich India, IndiaMart, QuessCorp, Volvo Eicher, TVS Credit, SBI GI, Tata AIA, Tata Power, Suzlon, Powermech, AbleCold, Sembcorp, MuSigma, TA Digital, Darwin Box, Simplotel, Scaler, Kale Logistics, ClearTax, Groww, Pickrr, Markets & Markets, and 21 North amongst others.

The institute continued its association with highly esteemed past recruiters namely Kotak Mahindra Bank, Crompton Greaves, BNY Mellon, KPMG, ByJu's, Gartner, and Tech Mahindra amongst others, who decided to repose their faith in the college by selecting IIM BG MBA graduates.

Despite a 65% increase in the batch size leading to an overall 75% freshers in the batch, a dedicated and striving effort by the Career Development team ensured that the average CTC offered to the graduating batch increased to 10.00 LPA approx., (precisely 9.92 LPA) as against 9.57 LPA offered to the previous batch. The highest salary offered is 17.3 LPA, which is a 7% increase vis-à-vis the previous batch. The institute also witnessed a sharp rise in the number of recruiters increasing all the way from 50 odd recruiters (as in the previous batch) to a significant 86 recruiters in the current batch, which is a testament to the diverse program being offered that combines academic rigor, industry-wide association, and the young institute's thrust for excellence.
Batch Demographics

Total No. of Students: 109

Experience Spread

- Freshers 74%
- <24 Months 19%
- >24 Months 7%

Educational Background

- Mechanical / Civil / Production Engg. 39%
- Electronics / Electrical Engg. 25%
- Computer Science / IT Engg. 19%
- Other graduates 10%
- Commerce / Management 7%
Placement Highlights

Despite an increase in batch size in the midst of a pandemic-affected economy, the placement season at IIM Bodh Gaya was a testimony to the resilience and indomitable spirit of the dynamic batch that the institute prides itself with. The college is finally poised to assert its status as one of the leading management institutes across the country.
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Recruiters' Snapshot

Maiden Recruiters

McKinsey & Company

Tata AIA Life Insurance

Tata Power

SBI General Insurance

Scaler

NLMK

VE Commercial Vehicles

Indiamart

ClearTax

Quess

Winning Together

Growisto

Sembcorp

Power Mech

Suzlon

21 North

Europ Assistance
Recruiters' Snapshot Continued

Maiden Recruiters

- Vinculum
- SIMPLOTELO
- Pickrr
- TA Digital
- EMERITUS
- HARAPPA
- darwinbox
- Centa
- Kale Logistics
- MARKETS AND MARKETS
- ekincare
- Avaali
- huny huny
- SIGACHI